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Powerful yet hopeful drama still relevant 60 years after Broadway debut 

ANOKA, MN (May 21, 2019)—Lyric Arts presents Lorraine Hansberry’s award-winning play A RAISIN IN 

THE SUN, directed by Austene Van, May 31–June 16, at Lyric Arts Main Street Stage. 

Set in the 1950s on the South Side of Chicago, A RAISIN IN THE SUN is the story of the Younger family, 

and their receipt of a substantial insurance payment that leads to life-changing decisions. The play is 

inspired, in part, by the experience of Hansberry's family when her parents purchased a house in a 

"white neighborhood." As the Youngers argue over how best to use the money, the drama addresses 

issues that were rarely discussed at that time, including women's rights and black identity. 

Starring as members of the Younger family are Doc Woods as Walter, Charla Marie Bailey as 

Lena, Dana Lee Thompson as Ruth, Camrin King as Beneatha Leonard Searcy, Jr. as Travis, and Camrin 

King as Beneatha.  Also featured are Leonard Searcy as Asagai, Yinka Ayinde as George, Don Maloney 

as Lindner, and Chris Jimmy as Bobo. 

This landmark drama about an African-American family trying to find their footing in a racially 

segregated world is considered by many to be one of the greatest plays of the 20th century. This 

seminal American story is as relevant today as it was when it debuted on Broadway, 60 years ago.  

When asked what audiences should expect, Thompson responded, “They should expect to feel genuine 

emotion for this family and their story.” She continued, “You can't help but to be pulled into the living 

room of this family, whether it's something or someone that you directly relate to, or whether it brings 

to light an experience or an emotion that you yourself have lived through.” 

Winner of the New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award for Best Play, A RAISIN IN THE SUN premiered at 

Broadway’s Ethel Barrymore Theatre, on March 11, 1959, and was the first Broadway play written by 

an African-American woman and the first Broadway play with an African-American director. A RAISIN 

IN THE SUN is also the first play by an African-American playwright to be produced by Lyric Arts and the 

first helmed by an African-American director. 

The production team includes Director Austene Van, Stage Manager Joe Black, Costumer Samantha 

Fromm Haddow, Scenic Designer Peter Lerohl, Lighting Designer Matt McNabb, Prop Designer Katie 

Phillips, and Sound Designer Tom Prestin. 



 

Tickets range from $29 to $32 and may be purchased online at lyricarts.org or by calling the Main 

Street Stage Box Office at 763-422-1838. For a complete listing of events, or information about 2019–

2020 season subscriptions, visit Lyric Arts’ website or call the box office. 

About Lyric Arts Company of Anoka 

Located in the heart of historic downtown Anoka, Lyric Arts is the only full-time, year-round theater in 

the northern suburbs of Minneapolis, providing access to the performing arts for hundreds artists and 

tens of thousands of audience members each year. Lyric Arts presents nine to ten productions per 

season, including a unique mix of comedies, dramas, classics, musicals, and plays for young audiences. 

The company also presents a concert series, theater arts workshops, weekday matinees for school 

children, educational outreach programs, and an Emerging Artists Company, a student-led summer 

theater intensive for youth ages 14 to 18. 

Lyric Arts is a professional theater, deeply rooted in the communities it serves, and is committed to 

producing inclusive and accessible work that entertains, educates, stimulates, and is reflective of the 

diverse perspective of its audiences and artists. 

Lyric Arts is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation whose mission is to enrich lives by creating meaningful 

performing arts experiences that ignite the imagination, inspire the spirit, and engage the community. 

The organization is able to fulfill its mission thanks to the support of the Minnesota State Arts Board 

and many generous donors throughout the area. 

For more information, please contact Laura Tahja Johnson at 763-233-0801 or laura@lyricarts.org. 
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